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Abstract: Canine and feline obesity rates have reached pandemic proportions and are similar to those in humans, with approximately 30%–40% of dogs and cats being overweight to obese. Obesity has been associated with other health problems, including osteoarthritis, renal disease, skin disease, insulin resistance, and neoplasia in dogs, while in cats obesity is associated with dermatological issues, diabetes mellitus, neoplasia, and urolithiasis. The health issues appear to be slightly different across the two species, which may be due to some inherent differences in the hormonal milieu involved in obesity that differs between the dog and the cat. In this review, we discuss the complicated nature of the pathogenesis of obesity, the hormonal stimulus for orexigenic and anorexigenic behavior, adipose tissue as an endocrine organ, and most importantly, clinical management of the number one disease in canine and feline medicine.
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Pathophysiology of obesity

The reasons for obesity are not completely evident as there are many different variables involved in its development, which has reached pandemic proportions in our pet populations. The major factors involved can be divided into factors that affect energy metabolism and those that affect energy intake and assimilation. Energy metabolism is directly affected by resting metabolic rate, active metabolic rate, and relative activity. Energy intake is affected by behavioral eating/feeding (hormonal and behavioral), digestion efficiency, and factors in food that affect nutrient assimilation. For many years, it was thought that obesity could be explained by a glucostatic model or a lipostatic model. These two models suggested that either glucose or lipid in the diet were the major drivers behind appetite generation and suppression through the hormonal milieu that occurs through ingestion of these substrates. Over time, these theories have been shown to have some validity, but cannot be separated, with possible involvement of both substrates and potentially other factors. Another prevalent theory, ie, the set-point theory, assumes that there is control of eating based on an energy set-point that slowly maladjusts. The rationale behind this theory is that most humans will reach an adult weight, and this adult weight will only vary by 10% higher or lower for a majority of the adult lifespan. Part of this rationale is that a small incremental increase of 100 kilocalories a day will lead to obesity and continued weight gain. This theory cannot be fully supported when one realizes that fat is a metabolic tissue with weight gain and that new lean tissue deposition has to support the new adipose tissue. Therefore, the extra 100 kilocalorie increase will be adjusted for at some point during the deposition of adipose and lean tissue.
The glucostatic theory suggests that the primary genesis of hunger is via serum glucose homeostasis and the hormones that regulate this, including insulin. It has been shown that glucose and other glucostatic hormones (amylin and glucagon-like peptide-1 [GLP-1]) not only drive insulin secretion but also drive the hunger centers in the brain. This theory has lost favor for the lipostatic model (not to be confused with the adipostatic model that will be described later when discussing leptin) since it appears that fatty acid in the diet is the primary driving factor for increasing gastrointestinal hormone secretion that feeds back to the appetite centers in the brain to either increase or decrease orexigenic behaviors.

**Appetite centers**

Current knowledge of the appetite centers in the brain show that eating behavior is driven by two sets of neurons near the hypothalamic centers cranially to the hypothalamus along the median eminence adjacent to the third ventricle of the brain, called the arcuate nucleus. The arcuate nucleus has two nuclei that run adjacent to one another and contain the preproopiomelanocortin/cocaine amphetamine related transcript (POMC-CART) neurons and the neuropeptide Y/agouti-related protein (NPY-AGRP) neurons. The POMC-CART neurons when stimulated will activate the hypothalamic feeding centers, primarily the dorsomedial, paraventricular, and lateral hypothalamic nuclei, through release of orexins and melanocortin to stimulate these areas that diminish appetite. The same areas of the brain are stimulated by the NPY-AGRP neurons to increase eating behavior. In addition to these major pathways, the medulla also contains neuronal tracts that help diminish appetite, called the nucleus tractus solitarius (see Figure 1). This pathway appears to be stimulated by hormones from the gastrointestinal tract, such as cholecystokinin, as a quick vagal hunger break soon after eating, which is short-lived. In addition to cholecystokinin, rises in insulin occur after ingesting a meal, which also affects the arcuate nucleus by stimulating the POMC-CART neurons and slowing firing of the NPY-AGRP neurons to diminish appetite. Although these could be interesting targets to examine for pharmacological intervention, the vast organismal effects of both these hormones in pancreatic secretion and glucose regulation preclude them as viable pharmacological targets.

Two very interesting hormones that are released from the gastrointestinal tract and have some potential for pharmacological intervention are peptide YY (PYY) and GLP-1. Both GLP-1 and PYY are produced and secreted by the L cells of the distal jejunum and ileum. L cells act as nutrient sensors,
and when simulated, primarily by fatty acids, they produce both PYY and GLP-1.9–11 The influence of these hormones is highlighted by recent findings of heightened GLP-1 and PYY secretion in experimental procedures such as certain gastric bypass surgeries and sleeve gastrectomy, whereby delivery of nutrients to distal parts of the gastrointestinal tract alters appetite and insulin sensitivity.5–11

When GLP-1 is released into the blood stream, it induces arcuate nucleus stimulation of the POMC-CART neurons and reciprocal inhibition of the NPY-AGRP neurons, breaking hunger. GLP-1 also has insulin-sensitizing effects and can be found as a synthetic analog for use in prediabetic human patients to improve insulin sensitivity with the added benefit of causing modest satiety.10 The effects can last for up to 12 hours, making it a viable pharmacological target. Although used in human medicine already, one of the problems is resistance to the drug at the level of the peripheral tissues and the hypothalamus, requiring adjustment of dosing for effect. Patients also experience lethargy and malaise induced by GLP-1 as a negative side effect.12

PYY, on the other hand, may have more potential since it has a similar duration of effect as GLP-1, with fewer and less severe side effects. PYY is released from L cells when fatty acids are absorbed.9,11 Once released, it too acts to stimulate the POMC-CART neurons and diminish NPY-AGRP signaling, thereby breaking hunger. However, as with GLP-1, adjustment of dosing due to hypothalamic tolerance seems to be an issue.13

All of the aforementioned hormones are anorexins, and the only orexigenic hormone is ghrelin. Ghrelin is a hormone that is released from the neuroendocrine cells interspersed along the epithelium in the fundus of the stomach, and appears to act counter to PYY and GLP-1 by stimulating hunger through excitation of the NPY-AGRP neurons.6,14 Ghrelin secretion tends to be highest when the stomach is empty and diminishes when the stomach is stretched and nutrient stimulus occurs.6,14 Ghrelin’s half-life is short and it is not active as a native peptide alone, in that it needs to be post-transitionally modified for activity at the hypothalamus. Ghrelin must be octenylated at serine residue 3 through ghrelin octenyltransferase.6,14 Considering the circuitous nature of its activity and formation, pharmacological inhibition has been sought with little success, primarily due to ghrelin’s negative side effect of inducing growth hormone release.15 However, in elderly populations, its appetite stimulating and growth hormone inducing growth hormone release.

Dogs and cats are assumed to have similar signaling mechanisms to control appetite. There is evidence that dogs are sensitive to PYY clinically. Dirlotapide, a canine obesity drug, appears to work by inhibiting fatty acid absorption, causing a rise in serum PYY as the primary mechanism for decreasing appetite (Personal communication, Dr A Hickman, Pfizer Pharmaceuticals). Much like Victoza® for humans (GLP-1 analog), the dosing of dirlotapide requires adjustment due to hypothalamic receptor downregulation, making hunger difficult to manage.17

**Fat as an endocrine organ**

By the 1950s, it was already established that there was a hormonal system in place to break hunger, but the mechanisms involved were unknown. Jackson Laboratories had developed strains of mice that gained excessive body weight and were thought to have mutations that led to obesity, generating excitement that obesity was genetically controlled and thereby potentially curable. Interest was heightened when these two mouse strains, which were morbidly obese, had their blood supplies fused surgically in parabiosis models with normal mice. One strain of obese mice when joined to a normal mouse made the normal mouse lose weight and slowed eating, while the other obese mouse strain lost weight when fused with the normal mouse.18,19 This suggested that one mouse had a mutation in a hormone, while the other had a mutation in the receptor for that hormone. It was not until 1994 that the hormone receptor system was identified to be leptin.20

Leptin is one of the hormones released in relatively large quantities from adipose tissue. It is actually a cytokine-like hormone that acts at the level of the arcuate nucleus to break hunger by stimulation of POMC-CART neurons. It has potent effects, and for many years was thought to be the ideal pharmacological target to help control the obesity epidemic.19,20 Unfortunately, clinical trials using synthetic leptin that, although useful, induced side effects due to immunological reactions and resistance, leading to poor clinical utility.21 Synthetic mimetics also proved limiting, as resistance to the drugs occurred and dosing issues were problematic.21,22 In dogs and cats, one of the universal similarities with humans and rodents is that plasma leptin strongly correlates with obesity, which has led to much controversy about an adipostatic theory of obesity. This theory has been debunked due to the inability of leptin or leptin analogs to control satiety, as leptin seems to be short in its duration of action, and more potent satiety is produced by gastrointestinalreleased hormones like GLP-1 and PYY.23,24
Over the last 10 years, there have been over 100 different proteins, peptides, and cytokines discovered that are released from fat tissue, so the idea that fat is an inert triglyceride-storing tissue has long passed. In obese animals, from a histological perspective, it is common to find areas of adipocyte necrosis and infiltration of inflammatory cells. These areas of necrosis are thought to be part of the inflammation of obesity that leads to “metabolic syndrome” in people.25,26 The syndrome is associated with increased risk of many diseases, including diabetes mellitus type 2, hypertension, and atherosclerosis. This inflammation is driven by the release of cytokines including interleukin (IL)-1β, tumor necrosis factor alpha, IL-6, and IL-8. The cytokines of primary interest are locally released adipose tumor necrosis factor alpha and systemically increased IL-6.25,26 In addition, stimulated adipocytes release a hormone called resistin, which creates cross-talk with local macrophages to induce heightened cytokine secretion.24 Adipocytes also secrete small amounts of C-reactive protein (CRP) and cytokines released from adipose tissue also stimulate the liver to synthesize and secrete CRP.24 CRP has become the primary marker for chronic inflammation in humans and dogs.24

In lean dogs, plasma CRP is usually below 5 µg/mL, while in chronic obesity plasma CRP has been shown to be around 5–15 µg/mL. However, some dog studies suggest that CRP decreases during weight loss, while other studies show that CRP appears to be unchanged.24,27–30 There has been no consensus regarding use of CRP as a marker in obesity due to conflicting results, unlike in people where CRP elevations are directly correlated with the risk of cardiovascular disease and diabetes as part of the metabolic syndrome.31 Cats do not make CRP as part of the inflammatory response, and other markers are used to assess chronic inflammation in cats.32 Even in cats, there is conflicting evidence that acute phase proteins like serum amyloid A decrease after weight loss or increase during weight gain.24

The most widely studied and interesting adipose tissue-derived hormone from a comparative perspective is adiponectin. Adiponectin is not a cytokine-derived hormone, but rather an insulin-sensitizing hormone that is present at very high concentrations in the bloodstream. Adiponectin concentrations are highest in lean individuals and lowest in obese people, and are therefore reciprocal to leptin release. Its synthesis and release are complicated in that the adiponectin monomer is approximately 30 kDa and has limited insulin-sensitizing effects; however, when synthesized, the endoplasmic reticulum will aggregate three monomers as a trimer through disulfide linkages. Larger aggregates are also assembled as hexamers, which are considered to be the low molecular weight forms of adiponectin. High molecular weight forms are also secreted as octadecamers (18 monomers), which appear to have the most potent insulin-sensitizing effects of all the forms found in the bloodstream.33 During weight loss in patients who have had bariatric surgery, one of the first hormonal changes that occurs is synthesis of more octadecamers, which is associated with improved insulin sensitization.34 In cats, adiponectin is formed and there have been associations with decreasing adipose tissue and increased adiponectin secretion. However, in dogs, the trend of adiponectin secretion and adiposity does not follow the human paradigm. Dogs appear to have robust adiponectin secretion whereby, regardless of obesity, serum concentrations average around 20–30 µg/mL,24,35 while in cats and humans the concentrations are around 5–10 µg/dL and increase in lean cats to around 20–30 µg/dL.36 Adiposity does not appear to effect adiponectin secretion in dogs, although one study identified a small subset of dogs with obesity that may have diminished adiponectin, and these dogs may also display insulin resistance.28,29,37,38 Some of these discrepancies may be due to the effects of other hormones on adiponectin secretion, such as testosterone and thyroxine, which have negative effects on adiponectin secretion.39 In addition, the high molecular weight that should resolve above >360 kDa on nondenaturing gel electrophoresis cannot be found in dogs when compared with cats, cows, horses, and humans, suggesting more comparative differences (authors’ unpublished data).40 It has been hypothesized that the subtle differences in dogs might be the reason why type 2 diabetes is not as prevalent in dogs, and identification of a true metabolic syndrome in dogs has eluded investigators.

Cats, on the other hand, show obesity-related metabolic dysfunction that some suggest is similar to metabolic syndrome in humans, whereby correction of obesity leads to improved insulin sensitivity.40 Again, cats may not follow the same physiological paradigm as humans and rodents with regard to their adipose tissue response to obesity. In humans and rodents, the visceral fat surrounding the splanchnic organs is the primary depot for a majority of the adipokines secreted, including adiponectin. Studies in cats appear to be different in that subcutaneous adipose tissue is the largest contributor to the adipokine response.41

What is evident is that our understanding of the response to obesity in dogs and cats is in its infancy, and what occurs in naturally occurring clinical obesity could be different from what occurs in laboratory models of rapid weight gain and weight loss.42 In the authors’ opinion, the study of naturally
occurring obesity in the sentinel population of dogs and cats living among us may be a better clinical model than what is being created in many rodent models in laboratories around the world. Some of the inherent species differences may not fit the rodent or human models precisely, but deserve attention since the differences in species may underpin our understanding of the pathogenesis of associated diseases like diabetes.

**Epidemiology and clinical treatment of obesity**

The reported prevalence of overweight/obesity in dogs has ranged from 34% to 53% in the USA during the past decade. Similar rates have been reported in other developed countries, including France, Australia, and the UK, where rates reported by veterinary professionals were 38.8%, 41%, and 52%, respectively. Figures as high as 38.9% for overweight and 20.4% for obesity have been reported more recently. Similarly, the prevalence of obesity in cats is reported to range from as low as 6% to as high as 44% in one review, although more recent reports identify feline overweight/obesity to be as low as 11.5% in the UK. The increasing rates of obesity in small animals over the past 20–30 years has occurred in parallel with the rising epidemic of obesity in the human population. Interestingly, this increase in obesity has also been documented in both research and feral animal populations, suggesting the possibility of unidentified obesity-promoting factors that affect all of these populations in concert. While there has been a well documented association between obesity in dogs and in their owners, the same is not true for cats. In a study performed in the Netherlands, the body mass index of owners was compared with percent overweight in their pets. While there was a significant correlation between body mass index and percent overweight for dog owners and their dogs, regression analysis did not find a significant association between body mass index of cat owners and percent overweight in their cats. An important contributing factor to obesity in cats in one study was related to owner perception. In that study, underestimation of body condition by owners was the single most important risk factor for obesity in a cohort of cats based on an owner survey in New Zealand. This result also supports the concept that the failure of owners to recognize excess weight in their pets is an essential factor in persistence of an overweight or obese state in their animals. Other contributing factors include type of diet, socioeconomic status, owner lifestyle, pet activity, and pet body condition. However, perhaps the most consistently identified predisposing factor for obesity is neutering. Neutered dogs are more likely to be obese due to a decrease in maintenance energy requirement (MER) and increased food intake. However, age at neutering does not impact the risk of dogs becoming overweight, and neutering only increased the risk relative to intact dogs during the first 2 years after gonadectomy. What remains to be determined is whether this is a metabolic influence due to gonadectomy or a behavioral response resulting in less activity. In addition to lack of owner recognition, breed standards for a number of purebred dogs favor a slightly overweight condition that is borne out in the show dog population.

**Understanding energy requirements**

Determination of energy requirements begins with estimating ideal body weight. Body condition score (BCS) provides an approximation of the extent to which an animal is overweight, so can be used to objectively determine ideal body weight. For every integer increase in BCS over 5 on a 9-point scale, an animal is estimated to increase in percentage overweight by 10%–15%. For example, a 10 kg dog with a BCS of 7/9 would be 20%–30% overweight. A BCS of 5/9 has been correlated with approximately 15%–20% body fat in dogs and 25%–30% in cats. Whenever possible, energy calculations should be performed using ideal body weight in kilograms (BW_{0}). Two equations are available for estimating the resting energy requirement (RER) in companion animals. The metabolic or exponential equation, 70(BW_{0})^{0.75}, is the preferred method and is appropriate for patients of all body weights, while the second linear equation, ie, 70 + 30(BW_{0}), is only accurate for animals weighing more than 2 kg and less than 30 kg. Once RER is calculated, an MER factor may or may not be applied. In the case of the obesity-prone dog or cat, no MER factor is typically applied. In contrast, the animal not prone to obesity should have an appropriate MER applied. In the experience of the authors, an MER of 1.2–1.4×RER is generally acceptable for the average house dog; however, highly active intact dogs may require an MER of 1.8–2×RER. Dogs and cats generally differ in their energy requirements, as discussed below (Table 1).

The energy requirements for dogs have been shown to vary significantly depending on a multitude of factors. In fact, energy requirements can differ substantially even between breeds of similarly sized small dogs. The breeds with energy requirements not well predicted by general energy equations include the Newfoundland, Great Dane, and terriers. MERs for dogs range from 94 to 250 kcal.
metabolizable energy (ME) \times kg \ BW^{0.75}.59 Thus, it is important to be cognizant of the influence of breed, age, and activity on energy requirements when conceiving a patient-tailored weight loss program.

The MER of the typical indoor neutered cat is similar to the RER. Equations in the most recent National Research Council guideline provide an estimate of energy requirements for lean cats as 100 kcal ME × BW (kg)^{0.75}. The energy requirements for overweight or obese cats (BCS > 5/9) are estimated to be 130 kcal × BW (kg)^{0.4} (Table 1). BMR has been measured in the cat; however, accurate measurement is precluded by a host of factors that are discussed elsewhere. Recently, basal metabolic rate in the face of weight loss complemented by carnitine supplementation has been measured in the cat. In this study, the daily energy expenditure of cats was 69–96 kcal/kg/day on a lean body mass basis.

**Weight loss protocols**

Recognition of the overweight or obese cat or dog is the first step for any weight loss protocol. Guidelines for nutritional assessment published by the World Small Animal Veterinary Association and American Animal Hospital Association reflect an increasing recognition of the importance of nutrition in clinical practice.62–64 Once the need for weight loss in the patient is recognized, caloric restriction can be implemented according to calculation of RER based on ideal body weight and is the mainstay of any weight loss program.

**Table 1** Maintenance energy requirements based on linear or exponential equations for dogs and cats based on lifestyle and activity status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dog lifestage</th>
<th>MER (kcal ME/D)</th>
<th>Cat lifestage</th>
<th>MER (kcal ME/D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active intact</td>
<td>1.6 (30BW_{kg}^{0.75} + 70)</td>
<td>Active intact</td>
<td>1.4 (30BW_{kg}^{0.75} + 70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active neutered</td>
<td>1.2 (30BW_{kg}^{0.75} + 70)</td>
<td>Active neutered</td>
<td>1.0 (30BW_{kg}^{0.75} + 70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive neutered</td>
<td>1.2 (30BW_{kg}^{0.75} + 70)</td>
<td>Inactive neutered</td>
<td>0.9–1.0 (30BW_{kg}^{0.75} + 70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity prone</td>
<td>1.1 (30BW_{kg}^{0.75} + 70)</td>
<td>Obesity prone</td>
<td>100 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active intact</td>
<td>130 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
<td>Active intact</td>
<td>90 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active neutered</td>
<td>110 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
<td>Active neutered</td>
<td>75 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive neutered</td>
<td>100 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
<td>Inactive neutered</td>
<td>75 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity prone</td>
<td>95 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
<td>Obesity prone</td>
<td>130 (BW_{kg}^{0.75})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Reprinted with permission from the National Academies Press. Copyright © 2006, National Academy of Sciences.14

Abbreviations: D, day; ME, metabolizable energy; BW_{kg}, body weight in kg; MER, maintenance energy requirement.

Determining caloric restriction in dogs requires a thorough diet history, which should include an evaluation of the patient’s activity level to determine if restriction is to be based on RER or MER as described above. Once this has been established, the daily calories provided should be 60%–70% of this value to achieve a safe rate of weight loss. In cats, concerns about the potential to induce hepatic lipidosis during caloric restriction lead many clinicians to choose a more conservative caloric restriction (70%) in the overweight cat.

Many diet options are available for weight loss. The most convenient and effective diet is often a veterinary therapeutic weight loss diet. These diets provide a number of benefits over other over-the-counter diets with respect to substrate balance. In a comparison of five diets ranging from a high energy over-the-counter product to a therapeutic ultra weight loss diet, the therapeutic diets had fewer nutrients falling below the National Research Council minimum than did over-the-counter products when fed for weight loss.55 In this report and a subsequent study, choline and selenium were consistently the nutrients of concern in the face of caloric restriction; however, the clinical significance of this is not clear.55,65 Many of the therapeutic diets are lower in caloric density and can help enhance gastric filling and thus short-term satiety. As many owners equate begging and other signs of hunger as indicators of malnourishment, improving satiety generally results in greater owner compliance, in the authors’ experience.

An important component of an effective weight loss program is anticipating obstacles that the practitioner or the owner will encounter through the process. The provision of treats in the diet can be a significant source of calories for some dogs and cats. Incorporating treats into a weight loss plan helps provide specific guidelines for owners. It is generally recommended that treats comprise 0%–70% of the total dietary calories. Owners often feel that treats are an important contributor to the bond with their pet, so providing a treat allowance will likely improve compliance.66 The use of canned food or soaked dry food may provide a satiety advantage over kibble dry due to enhanced gastric fill.67 Establishing monthly rechecks with the client will provide the ability to alter the weight loss protocol as needed based on the patient’s actual weight trends vis-à-vis weight loss goals and help maintain owner motivation.68,69

Although there is a relative paucity of studies documenting the benefits of weight loss in companion animals compared with humans, there are data to support exercise as a part of a weight loss protocol.55,70,71 In humans, a number of benefits
from exercise with respect to weight loss have been identified, and include stimulation of lipid versus carbohydrate oxidation, increased energy expenditure, maintenance of lean body mass, an increase in basal metabolic rate during caloric restriction, and other potential physiological effects. A major obstacle to realizing the benefits of exercise in companion animal weight loss protocols is owner compliance. Dogs enrolled in a weight loss program were monitored for activity by way of a validated pedometer system. When inactive versus active cohorts stratified by basal activity level were followed through a weight loss program that included encouraging increased activity, activity did not significantly increase over the course of the study. Thus, despite recommendations for increased exercise, owners will not necessarily comply by increasing their pet’s activity during a weight loss program. In contrast, pet owners who were themselves overweight or obese were enrolled in a dual exercise program. This study found that two thirds of the owner activity occurred with their dogs. Exercise protocols for weight loss in cats have not been appropriately evaluated. Interestingly, mild caloric restriction in the form of a wet food resulted in increased activity of cats in a colony situation. This was likely attributable to food-seeking behavior. Ultimately, while increasing activity is recommended as part of weight loss protocols, it is unlikely that they provide a significant benefit in most indoor cats and owner compliance is an obstacle.

Resolution of the weight loss program occurs when the patient reaches their ideal weight. It is important to continue to monitor these patients for maintenance of their ideal weight. This is particularly true as most of these patients will be prone to obesity, and their energy requirements generally decrease following weight loss. Continuation of a veterinary weight loss diet may be appropriate for weight maintenance in obese-prone patients; however, this assumes the patient does not have conflicting nutritionally modifiable disease and that the food meets their appropriate lifestage maintenance requirement.

Substrate balance
Protein and weight loss

Increased amounts of dietary protein benefit both cats and dogs during weight loss for a number of reasons. Perhaps the most straightforward benefit is the ability to meet dietary protein requirements in the face of caloric restriction. High protein diets help to maintain lean body mass during weight loss in dogs, cats, and humans. Another benefit of dietary protein is its thermic effect. That is, protein ingestion results in increased energy expenditure in contrast with equal calories consumed from fat or carbohydrate. High protein diets are more effective in weight loss management in pets while maintaining lean body mass better. The satiety effects of different protein sources have been evaluated, and there appears to be no advantage in any one protein source in this regard.

Fat, omega three fatty acids, and weight loss

In general, dietary fat represents a challenge to any weight loss diet due to its high caloric density. For each gram of dietary fat ingested, 8.5–9 kcal are consumed. Thus, as dietary fat increases, so does the energy density of the diet. This results in smaller volumes of food needed on an isocaloric basis and a concomitant reduction in gastric fill, with higher fat diets typically resulting in reduced satiety. The composition of dietary fat, however, may actually have some beneficial effects in the context of weight loss.

In obesity, the production of mediators of inflammation derived from adipose tissue is increased. This includes both adipokines derived from adipocytes and cytokines produced by recruited macrophages. Diets enriched with omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, particularly eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid, can modulate lipid inflammatory mediators. The introduction of certain omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids into eicosanoid pathways results in production of inert prostanoids and leukotrienes that mitigate the proinflammatory signals from eicosanoids derived from arachidonic acid. Additionally, other effects of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids appear to be exerted on adipocytes by decreasing adipokine production and induction of gene transcription. Omega-3 fatty acids are potent peroxisome proliferation activation receptor agonists, and activation of peroxisome proliferation activation receptor gamma results in production of high molecular weight adiponectin.

Carbohydrates and weight loss

There is a popular conception that carbohydrates are anathema to a weight loss diet in people. While certain components of the rationale for this assertion do have a physiological basis (eg, stimulation of energy substrate storage by insulin), there are a number of reasons why carbohydrates are not a priori detrimental to a weight loss diet protocol. Firstly, the energy provided per gram of carbohydrate is essentially the same as that provided per gram of protein. Thus, in terms of energy density, the proportion of fat in the diet is the only energy substrate that will significantly affect overall energy density. Secondly, carbohydrates are considered
protein-sparing. That is, when cellular energy requirements are met predominantly by carbohydrate sources, the protein substrate is preferentially utilized for protein synthesis and not for production of energy.

Increased amounts of dietary fiber are often incorporated into canine and feline diets designed for weight loss. This strategy is primarily utilized to increase satiety. Several studies have documented improved satiety in the context of canine weight loss diets. The general mechanisms proposed for dietary fiber-related weight loss include reduction in energy density of feed, increased chewing (unlikely to play a role in commercial pet food) and associated anorexigenic signals, increased gastric fill and a reduction in energy absorption from the diet. In the case of fermentable dietary fiber, stimulation of GLP-1 is enhanced, thus potentially promoting satiety.

Fiber and colonic energy
Mounting evidence indicates that the influences of dietary fiber on the microbiota and microbial metabolism of the gut may play an important role in overweight and obese individuals. Short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) are produced by microbial fermentation of fiber. Different gut microbial species have differential capacities to produce SCFA from fermentable dietary fiber. In the case of people, energy derived from SCFA typically provides approximately 10% of an individual’s energy requirements. However, the smaller relative colon volume in dogs, and even more so in cats, corresponds to a lower contribution of SCFA to energy in these species. An association between higher SCFA in obese versus lean animals has been established, suggesting a simple caloric excess from SCFA. The prebiotic source of fiber, oligofructose, favorably modifies the gut microbiota, produces SCFA that induce satiety-promoting factors and reduce body weight. Finally, SCFA have immunomodulatory effects that are beneficial in the face of obesity.

Supplements

Isoflavones
In humans, there are many documented or perceived health benefits from inclusion of soy in the diet. Benefits for weight loss have been documented by in vitro, animal, and human epidemiological studies. The soy isoflavone genistein is the best studied soy derivative in the context of weight loss and obesity. Treatment of adipocytes with genistein in vitro induces apoptosis and attenuates proliferation. However, the plasma and blood levels of genistein required may be difficult to achieve with the consumption of most soy products. Although not all studies agree, obese mice and rats fed soy-based diets showed reduction in weight and adiposity, and when obese mice were injected with genistein, the mice showed a decrease in fat mass without decreased body weight compared with controls. Epidemiological studies in people have yielded largely inconsistent results. Overall, soy-based protein has not been shown to have a benefit over milk-based protein in humans. An interesting effect of a diet high in soy isoflavones in dogs was an elevation in total T4 concentrations. The diet did not induce a hyperthyroid state, but could promote a higher metabolic rate, thus facilitating weight loss. In neutered cats, soy isoflavone supplementation induced a short term loss of appetite that rebounded quickly after addition of genistein. More interestingly, the genistein-supplemented cats continued to gain weight; however, the primary weight gain was lean mass, suggesting a physiological switch to lean mass accretion that is poorly understood and requires further research.

Carnitine
Carnitine functions to promote shuttling of cytosolic long-chain fatty acids across the mitochondrial membrane to promote their β-oxidation within the mitochondrial matrix. Peer-reviewed studies clearly documenting a benefit from L-carnitine supplementation in dogs are lacking. Carnitine supplementation was speculated to facilitate loss of adiposity while maintaining lean body mass in one study; however, the diet used was also high in protein and fiber with a low caloric density. Thus, it is difficult to assign a specific effect of carnitine in this study. In cats, L-carnitine supplementation has improved the rate of weight loss, as well as increased their basal energy requirements. Interestingly, L-carnitine infusions abrogated acidosis and ketosis in starved dogs and lipidotic cats.

Medium chain triglycerides
Medium-chain triglycerides (MCT) are comprised of 6–12 carbons. The most common sources of high concentrations of MCT are coconut oil and palm oil. MCT are thought to enhance weight loss by virtue of their more efficient β-oxidation than long-chain triglycerides, as well as their lower caloric volume per gram of substrate (8.3 kcal/g). MCT can cross the mitochondrial membrane independent of the carnitine system. In rats, MCT have had favorable effects on satiety, energy expenditure, and brown fat thermogenesis. In dogs, they have been evaluated with respect to promoting ketosis and mitigating age-related changes, including dementia.
Other supplements

Additional supplements have been investigated in the context of obesity and weight loss in companion animals. The effects of green tea extract supplementation were investigated in a canine model of obesity-induced insulin resistance. Dogs supplemented with green tea extract for 12 weeks at approximately 80 mg/kg had enhanced insulin sensitivity and decreased triglyceride levels. Gene expression of peroxisome proliferation activation receptor gamma, lipoprotein lipase, and adiponectin were all higher in both visceral and subcutaneous fat tissue of dogs supplemented with green tea extract.\footnote{Obese cats supplemented with citrus bioflavonoids had decreased plasma haptoglobin and \(\alpha\)-1-acid glycoprotein after an 8-week period, while only \(\alpha\)-1-acid glycoprotein was decreased with curcumin supplementation. The authors also investigated the effect of these supplements on the gene expression of numerous immune mediators. Citrus bioflavonoids decreased interferon gamma gene transcripts, while curcumin attenuated IL-2 expression.}\footnote{Overall, it is evident that we are in the infancy of understanding obesity and its health ramifications in dogs and cats; however, there are many areas of promise regarding supplementation and dietary manipulation. It is expected that this area of preventative medicine will continue to grow, as there have been a number of advances in dietary formulas and in patient and owner support to help mitigate weight loss. Most importantly, general practitioners are the front line in combating this ever-growing health problem, and if equipped with a better understanding of the physioenvironmental influences and psychosocial factors involved with each case, then implementation of diet plans that support the owner and the patient will likely lead to more successful treatment.}
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